Abstract Investigating functional brain networks and patterns using sparse representation of fMRI data has received significant interests in the neuroimaging community. It has been reported that sparse representation is effective in reconstructing concurrent and interactive functional brain networks. To date, most of data-driven network reconstruction approaches rarely take consideration of anatomical structures, which are the substrate of brain function. Furthermore, it has been rarely explored whether structured sparse representation with anatomical guidance could facilitate functional networks reconstruction. To address this problem, in this paper, we propose to reconstruct brain networks utilizing the structure guided group sparse regression (S2GSR) in which 116 anatomical regions from the AAL template, as prior knowledge, are employed to guide the network reconstruction when performing sparse representation of whole-brain fMRI data. Specifically, we extract fMRI signals from standard space aligned with the AAL template. Then by learning a global over-complete dictionary, with the learned dictionary as a set of features (regressors), the group structured regression employs anatomical structures as group information to regress whole brain signals. Finally, the decomposition coefficients matrix is mapped back to the brain volume to represent functional brain networks and patterns. We use the publicly available Human Connectome Project (HCP) Q1 dataset as the test bed, and the experimental results indicate that the proposed anatomically guided structure sparse representation is effective in reconstructing concurrent functional brain networks.
Introduction
Sparse representation has been successfully applied to many areas such as signal/image processing, computer vision, machine learning, and bioinformatics (Candès and Wakin 2008; Elad et al. 2010; Mairal et al. 2009; Wright et al. 2010; Wright et al. 2009 ). Analyzing functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data based on sparse representation has drawn increasing attention. The key assumption in sparse representation is that an observed signal can be written as a linear combination of a few atoms and a given dictionary. Sparse representation is introduced to study fMRI data analysis by M. Alexander (Alexander and Baumgartner 2001) . Subsequently, this data-driven strategy of dictionary learning and sparse coding has been reported efficient and effective in reconstructing concurrent and interactive functional networks from both resting state fMRI (rsfMRI) and task based fMRI (tfMRI) data (Lee et al. 2011; Yamashita et al. 2008; Lv et al. 2015b) , However, these pure data-driven sparse representation approaches do not take the advantage of anatomical prior knowledge when reconstructing functional brain networks. In the neuroscience field, it is widely believed that brain anatomy and structure play crucial roles in determining brain function, and anatomical structure is the substrate of brain function.
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Thus, integrating anatomical structure information into brain network representation is a critical prerequisite for identifying functional brain networks and interactions between the cortical regions of the human brain.
For fMRI data analysis, conventional analysis methods have primarily focused on voxel-by-voxel functional mapping using the general linear model (GLM) in which stimuli or behavioral parameters are used as regressors to account for the BOLD response and finding regions of highly correlated activity (Friston et al. 1994; Worsley et al. 2002; Biswal et al. 1995) . In contrast to the widely used GLM, independent component analysis (ICA) relying upon a general assumption of independence, allows the user to be agnostic regarding the exact form of the response. Therefore, ICA has become the popular tool for data-driven fMRI analysis (Smith et al. 2009 ). However, the popularity of ICA has been challenged recently by a number of studies that show independence is not adaptive for blind source separation in fMRI (Donoho 2006; Smith et al. 2009 ). Also, it was shown that the most influential factor for the success rate of the ICA algorithm is the sparsity of the components, rather than independence (Daubechies et al. 2009 ). Actually, the fact that fMRI signal sparsity is more effective than independency in determining neural activity is supported by biological finding of sparse coding in the brain. The sparse property is a general assumption as previously mentioned, and many researchers have performed studies on the sparsity of the fMRI signal to help decode the functional networks and interactions between the cortical regions of the human brain. For example, Georgiev proposed the sparse component analysis (SCA) method (Georgiev et al. 2007) , which reveals that the brain responses of sparse (and may be dependent) stimuli could be more successful by SCA than by ICA. Lee (Lee et al. 2011) proposed a novel statistical analysis method of fMRI data to overcome the drawbacks of conventional data-driven methods such as the ICA. Li (Li et al. 2009 ) introduced an iterative sparse-representation-based algorithm for detecting of brain regions from fMRI data. These studies have demonstrated that the sparsity of the fMRI signal is a useful feature for fMRI signal separation, the sparsity is also very powerful and could significantly improve the signal separation accuracy compared with ICA algorithms. In addition to the aforementioned analysis methods, recently, Lv et al. (Lv et al. 2015a ) presented a promising framework based on sparse representations of whole-brain fMRI signals. The basic idea of the computational framework is to aggregate multiple tfMRI or rsfMRI signals within the whole brain of one subject into a big data matrix, which is subsequently factorized into an over-complete dictionary basis matrix and a reference weight matrix via an effective online dictionary learning algorithm . Then, the time series of each overcomplete basis dictionary represents the functional BOLD (blood-oxygen-level dependent) activities of a brain network and its corresponding reference weight vector stands for the spatial map of this brain network. Furthermore, N. Wang et al. (Wang et al. 2013) presented an effective fMRI data analysis method SACICA, which is composed of a wavelet packet decomposition procedure, a sparse approximation coefficients set formation procedure and an ICA decomposition and reconstruction procedure. Because of the effective sparse approximation coefficients set of the mixing fMRI data, the SACICA method exhibits stronger signal reconstruction ability than the classical FastICA method. Lee et al. (Lee et al. 2011 ) presented a novel data-driven sparse GLM framework that combines statistical parametric mapping with sparse dictionary learning for a data-driven brain fMRI analysis. The results showed that a maximum likelihood estimation framework with sparsity constraint can provide spatially adaptive matrices as a subset of learned dictionary acquired from sparse dictionary learning algorithm. This method overcomes the limitations of ICA by exploiting sparsity of the components instead of independence. In addition to, this approach extracts individually adaptive activation patterns more accurately than spatial and temporal ICA, by a simulation and task-evoked experiment. These studies have demonstrated that the sparsity of the fMRI signal is a useful feature for source separation. Besides fMRI signal separation field, other field studies have also demonstrated that the assumption of sparseness is very powerful and could significantly improve the signal separation accuracy and the computation efficiency compared with existing ICA algorithms (Zibulevsky and Pearlmutter 2001; Khan and Kim 2008) .
However, despite recent successes of using sparse representation for fMRI signal analysis, it has been rarely explored if/ how structured sparse representation of fMRI signals can be utilized to infer functional networks for the whole brain. Recently, more elaborate structured sparse models have been developed, in which non-zero elements are no more unrelated, but appear in groups or hierarchies of groups (Kim and Xing 2010; Yuan and Lin 2006; Jacob et al. 2009; Zhao et al. 2009; Jenatton et al. 2011; Sprechmann et al. 2011) . These models have shown they are useful in the analysis of fMRI and genetic data (Sprechmann et al. 2015) . The underlying assumption of sparse models are that the input vectors can be reconstructed accurately as a linear combination of the dictionary atoms with a small number of non-zero coefficients. And structured sparse models further assume that the pattern of the non-zero coefficients exhibits a specific structure known a priori. Sparse methods, like the Lasso (Tibshirani 1996) or the Elastic Net (Zou and Hastie 2005) , are able to estimate solutions for which only a few voxels are deemed relevant, therefore aiding interpretation. However, these models provide overly sparse solutions, or activation patterns, where the non-zero coefficients are assigned to disparate regions across the brain, without exploiting any spatial or temporal prior information (Michel et al. 2011; Grosenick et al. 2013; Rasmussen et al. 2012) . Instead, structured sparsity models ) have been proposed to extend the well-known methods of Lasso and Elastic Net by enforcing more structured constraints on the solution. These include constancy or closeness of the regression coefficients over neighboring or connected regions or graph structures. Although, sparsity models can be easier to estimate and interpret. These new structured sparsity models promise an even greater ease for interpretation of the activation patterns. This is owing to the fact that the active voxels are grouped together in possibly fewer clusters, which coincides well with our knowledge about the brain's specialized regions and networks. Therefore, sparsity alone is not sufficient for making reasonable inferences from these models, because single sparse model could be unstable under resampling or slight changes of the experimental conditions. Hence, In ), R Jenatton et al. consider a sparse hierarchical structured regularization called Multi-scale Mining of fMRI Data. Specifically, the penalization they used is constructed from a tree that is obtained by spatially-constrained agglomerative clustering. This approach encodes the spatial structure of the data at different scales into the regularization, which makes the overall prediction procedure more robust to inter-subject variability. That algorithm is used on real data acquired to study the mental representation of objects. It is shown that the proposed algorithm not only delineates meaningful brain regions but yields better prediction accuracy than reference methods. In (Baldassarre et al. 2012) , Baldassarre et al. presented an extension of the Total Variation method and assessed several other structured sparsity models on accuracy, sparsity and investigated the stability effect of using structured sparsity methods on a dataset of fMRI scans with very high dimensionality. In (Chen and Huang 2012) , Chen and Huang et al. presented a fast convex optimization algorithm to improve CS-MRI. Wavelet sparsity, gradient sparsity and tree sparsity are all considered in their model for real MR images. Real MR images not only tend to be tree structured sparse, but also are sparse in wavelet and gradient domains. And all of experiments demonstrate that the proposed algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art ones. In summary, structure sparse models could be easier for fMRI signals inference, interpret of activation patterns.
In this work, we proposed a novel structure guided group sparse regression (S2GSR) method for functional network reconstruction by employing anatomical group structures to guide sparse representation of fMRI data, which can incorporate prior knowledge. In general, we separated the whole brain voxels into different groups based on AAL template, and used the joint ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 norms to learn both inter-group sparsity and intra-group homogeneity (Kim and Xing 2012; Simon et al. 2013; Liu and Zhang 2009) . Employing 116 brain regions from the AAL template (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. 2002) as anatomical group information could effectively improve the network representation by constraining both homogeneity within anatomical structure and sparsity across anatomical structures. The experiments were executed on the high quality HCP fMRI data. The results show that the identified functional brain networks have been substantially improved, which also provides anatomical clues for understanding the detected brain networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our S2GSR approach and implementation. Specially, it presents the whole brain fMRI signals dictionary learning, anatomically guided group structure regression and mapping of selected feature to brain identified functional networks and patterns. Section 3 focuses on model parameter selection, identification of group-wise consistent meaningful activation patterns and functional brain networks, reproductively of our approach and comparison between our approach with state-of-the-art methods. Section 4 provides conclusion and possible future extensions.
Methods Overview
In this section, we will introduce our computational framework of the proposed algorithm, which is summarized in Fig. 1 . FMRI images from individual brains are first registered into a standard space in order to align with the AAL template. Then by extracting fMRI signals from a whole brain mask, a global over-complete signal dictionary is learned via online dictionary algorithm (Mairal et al. 2009 ). By using the learned dictionary as a set of features (regressors), the group structured regression employs anatomical structures as group information to regress whole brain signals. Afterwards, the coefficient matrices are mapped back to the brain volume to represent functional brain networks.
Whole brain fMRI signals dictionary learning
Sparse representation assumes that sparse signal recovery is an observed signal can be written as a linear combination of a few atoms of a given dictionary. Most of recent algorithms for dictionary learning (Abolghasemi et al. 2015; Aharon et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2011; Olshausen and Field 1997) are iterative batch procedures, accessing the whole training set at each iteration in order to minimize a cost function under some constraints, and cannot efficiently deal with the large training sets, or dynamic training data changing over time, such as video sequences (Bousquet and Bottou 2008) . In our proposed method, a global over-complete dictionary D = [d 1 ,d 2 , …d n ]-∈ Rt×m (t is the fMRI signal time points and m is the number of dictionary atoms) is first learned from the fMRI signals X = [x 1 ,x 2 , …x n ] ∈ R t × n (n is the voxel number) of the whole brain using online dictionary learning method (Mairal et al. 2009 ). Here, Bover-complete^means that the number of basis (dictionary elements) is greater than that of the fMRI signal time points. We reformulate the observation matrixX ¼ Dα, where α ∈ R m × n refers to the coefficient matrix. In this paper we assume that the whole brain fMRI signals could be represented by sparse linear combination of a set of signal basis using dictionary atoms and the empirical cost function can be optimized in Eq. (1).
where D ∈ R t × m is the dictionary (t ≤ m, making the dictionary over-complete), each column representing a basis vector, and ℓ is a loss function such that ℓ(x, D) should be small if D is Bgood^at representing the signal X. We define the optimal value of the ℓ 1 sparse coding problem in Eq. (2):
With sparsity as constraint, the dictionary is learned and optimized, where λ is a regularization parameter, and α is the sparse codes of input signals X. This problem is also known as basis pursuit (Chen et al. 2001) , or the Lasso (Tibshirani 1996) . It is well known that regularization yields a sparse solution. In this paper, we adopt structure guided group sparse regression to solve this problem.
Anatomically guided group structure regression
In conventional approaches, once the features are defined, the learning of coefficient matrix could be summarized into the typical LASSO (Tibshirani 1996) problem in Eq. (3).
where ℓ(α) is the loss function, and ϕ(α) is the regularization term, which could regularize feature selection while achieving sparse regularization, and λ > 0 is the regularization parameter. Once we learned the dictionary
where ℓ(α) is defined as the least square loss, and Ω(α) is the ℓ 1 norm regularization term to induce sparsity, α j i is the coefficient element at the i-th column and j-th row, m is the dictionary size. Eq. (4) can be viewed as the LASSO penalized least squares problem. Conventional LASSO in Eq. (4) is a pure data-driven approach, however, the ℓ 1 regularization model does not consider the structure information of the α. In many real-world applications, in addition to sparsity, the variables in α are often highly correlated and exhibit structured relations such as group structure, so considering the sparsity and group prior simultaneously becomes more important. Besides, according to the previous studies (Kim and Xing 2012; Ye and Liu 2012; Liu et al. 2009a ) that have shown that the priori structure information such as disjoint/overlapping groups, trees, and graphs may significantly improve the classification/regression performance and help identify the important features (Ye and Liu 2012) .
In this paper, we adopt group guided structured regression of fMRI signals. Specifically, the group information of fMRI signals are defined by the anatomical structure information according to AAL template (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. 2002) . 116 brain regions are employed in our method as shown in Fig. 1 . Since before signal extraction, each subject has been registered into the standard space and alignment is established with the AAL template, each voxel in brain mask is associated with a template label. Adjacent voxels with same anatomical AAL label are grouped together. Thus, in each brain, voxels of fMRI signals could be categorized and labeled as 116 AAL groups. This anatomical group information will be used to guide the coefficient learning in this section. The conventional LASSO adopts the ℓ 1 norm regularization term to induce sparsity (Eq. (4)), and the group sparsity to the problem of variable selection is achieved by introducing the regularization function Ω as:
where G 1 , G 2 , … G m are m disjoint groups such that ∪ m j¼1 G j ¼ 1; 2; …n f gand G i ∩ G j = ∅ when i ≠ j, α G j denotes the variables of α indexed by the j th G j , λ j is a positive weight, and ||.| 2 represents the ℓ 2 norm.
The group lasso (5) does not perform feature selection within each feature group. For certain applications, it is desirable to perform simultaneous group selection and feature selection. To overcome this problem, achieved the inter-group sparsity and intra-group homogeneity simultaneous. Here the ℓ 2 norm penalty is introduced into the penalty term as shown in Eq. (5), which will improve the intra-group homogeneity. At the same time, we also combine the ℓ 1 norm and ℓ 2 penalty which will induce both intra-group homogeneity and inter-group sparsity, as shown in Eq. (6).
Thus, Eq. (6) can be also viewed as the structured sparse penalized least squares problem. The solution of this structured LASSO penalized least squares problem by utilization of joint ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 norms has been discussed in (Liu et al. 2009a ) and (Liu et al. 2009b ). Our final learning problem is summarized in Eq. (6) and the detailed algorithm is shown in the Algorithm 1. From brain science perspective, each learned dictionary element can be viewed as a functional network component and each row of learned α is mapped back to brain volume to identify and quantitatively characterize those meaningful functional networks. 
Algorithm 1. Structured Guided Group Sparse Regression

Input: Dictionary
End for
Mapping activated patterns
In our proposed framework, the whole brain signals X is a tby-n matrix (where t is the number of time points and n is the number of voxels). The Bsignals^are the n spatial voxels, and signals can be sparsely represented as X = Dα, where D is the t-by-m estimated linear mixing matrix obtained by dictionary learning algorithm, and α is an m-by-n matrix containing the m independent atoms. We can achieve α via our proposed approach group structured regression, where the spatial independent components (images) are located in the rows of α and the associated spatially independent time courses are found in the columns of D. To decode the spatial information, we mapped the sparse matrix to the whole brain, and checked the whole brain activation areas and functional networks.
This process is similar with spatial ICA decomposition, in the spatial ICA model X = AS, the fMRI signal is represented by a T × V data matrix X, where T is the number of time points and V is the number of voxels in the volumes. This means that each row of S contains an independent spatial pattern and the corresponding column of A holds its time-course. Since the whole mixing model is transposed, the statistical constraint applies to the spatial domain. ICA is essentially blind source separation, the solving process is a dimension reduction problem, the number of components is a free parameter, which has been either determined empirically or estimated by method in (Calhoun et al. 2009 ). Therefore, a large number of approaches are proposed to discuss this problem for estimating the number of components. However, the number of components selection is still a challenging problem. In our proposed framework, to avoid this problem, we utilize data-driven approach to select atoms and parameters.
Results and discussion
Experiment materials
Our experiment was performed on the publicly released WUMinn HCP data (Q1). The high-quality tfMRI data (Q1 release) was acquired from 68 subjects and it includes 7 tasks (motor, emotion, gambling, language, rationale, social, and working memory). The acquisition parameters of tfMRI data were as follows: 90 × 104 matrix, 220 mm FOV, 72 slices, TR = 0.72 s, TE = 33.1 ms, flip angle = 52°, BW = 2290 Hz/ Px, in-plane FOV = 208 × 180 mm, 2.0 mm isotropic voxels. The time length of each task and resting state were shown here: working memory (405 time points), gambling (253 time points), motor (284 time points), language (316 time points), social cognition (274 time points), relational processing (232 time points), and emotion processing (176 time points). More detailed data acquisition and preprocessing protocols could be referred to (Glasser et al. 2013; Van Essen et al. 2013 ).
Imaging protocol and preprocessing
Data preprocessing was carried out with FSL tools. The HCP unprocessed images from MRI scanners invariably contain several types of spatial distortion. They were not in a standard anatomical space, and were misaligned across modalities. They also contain various types of modality-specific noise, artifacts, and biases (Van Essen et al. 2013) . To make best use of the high-resolution HCP datasets, it was critical to compensate as much as possible for these distortions, biases, and artifacts, and also to acknowledge the potential impact of residual confounds. The preprocessing pipelines included motion correction, spatial smoothing, temporal pre-whitening, slice time correction, and global drift removal. The detailed processing was applied to each subject: head motion correction by using MCFLIRT, non-brain removal by using BET. Spatial smoothing by using a Gaussian kernel of FWHM 5 mm, registration of each subject's FMRI data to its highresolution structural image was carried out by using FLIRT. Registration from the high-resolution structural to MNI152 standard space was achieved by using FLIRT affine registration. More details about preprocessing were referred to (Van Essen et al. 2013; Glasser et al. 2013 ).
Model parameter selection
The proposed model learning relates to the following parameter selection issues: reference dictionary atom size, coefficient matrices sparsity level and regularization term parameters selection. To tune the parameters of the proposed model, we calculated the different values of sparsity level and dictionary sizes. In ideal case, the dictionary sizes should be larger than the fMRI subject's acquisition time points, in order to guarantee dictionary was over-complete. In this paper, we adopt the effective online dictionary learning algorithm. This method gradually updates the dictionary as new data becomes available for sparse representation learning and significantly reduces the amount of memory needed to store the dataset. It updates dictionary using block-coordinate approach, so as to guarantee each of dictionary atoms will be updated twice at least. Here, the minimum number of iterations was 1000. The regularization parameter can be used to control the sparsity levels. When we choose very small sparsity level, we would fail to identify networks. As a trade-off between estimation performance and the number of atoms and coefficients, we chose a dictionary size of 500 atoms with sparsity level of 1.5, which serves as the parameter for the proposed model estimation procedure.
To evaluate the performance of our proposed framework, we defined a similarity index to check the similarity between our identified networks and the RSNs template. Here, we used Jaccard similarity coefficient to calculate the similarity of our identified networks and template networks. Jaccard coefficient was commonly used to measure the overlay of two datasets and was defined as the quotient between the intersection and the union of the pairwise compared variables among two objects, as shown in Eq. (7).
where X was the spatial map of our identified network component and Y was that of the RSNs template network.
Learned group-wise consistent data-driven functional networks
The preprocessed different subjects' task fMRI data are registered to the MNI152 standard space, and then we performed quantitative measurements on the Working Memory (WM) task dataset and the 10 primary functional networks are shown in Fig. 2 . Spatial characteristics of these networks show example slices for ten spatial patterns, which are overlaid onto the mean subjects high-resolution structural image (1 × 1 × 1.5 mm) aligned to the MNI template. The Slice #1, #2, and #3 (visual network) correspond to medial, occipital pole, and lateral visual areas. Slice #4 (default mode network) includes medial parietal (precuneus and posterior cingulate), bilateral inferiorlateral-parietal and ventromedial frontal cortex. It's noted that #4 slice (DMN) shows large variations and this network also is one of the most widely study RSNs in the rsfMRI literatures. However, this network is most commonly seen as deactivating in task fMRI experiments. Hence, it is not surprising that DMN exhibit large variations in our task-evoked datasets. Slice #5 (cerebellum) covers the cerebellum. This region most strongly relates to action-execution and plays an important role in motor control. It may be also involved in some cognitive functions such as attention and language. Slice #6 (sensorimotor) includes supplementary motor area, sensorimotor cortex, and secondary somatosensory cortex. Slice #7 (auditory) includes the superior temporal gyrus, Heschl's gyrus, and posterior insular. It includes primary and association auditory cortices. Slice #8 (executive control) covers several medial-frontal areas, including anterior cingulate and paracingulate. Slice #9 and #10 (frontoparietal) cover several frontoparietal areas, and these areas are corresponding to several cognition/language paradigms (Smith et al. 2009 ).
Our findings show that the template networks, which with ICA and dual regression method together with our approach have similar results in all subjects. The identified networks are visualized in Fig. 2 . It is shown that they are quite consistent with the templates, but the corresponding RSNs #4 (DMN) show large variations. The DMN typically consists of the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC), the posterior cingulate (PCC)/ precuneus, inferior parietal lobe (IPL), lateral temporal cortex (a) (b) Fig. 2 Comparison 10 our identified networks with template networks on working memory dataset. The (RSN#1-RSN#10) represents 10 template networks, (#1-#10) represents our method identified networks (LTC), and hippocampal formation (HF). Recent studies have reported that the DMN shows activation during a wide range of cognitive tasks, including stimulus independent thought, mind wandering, monitoring of the external environment, self-reference, autobiographical, rospective memory, and social cognition (Koshino et al. 2014; Koshino et al. 2011) . According to task-evoked stimuli experiments report (Koshino et al. 2014) , during the task preparation period, the typical DMN regions, including the MPFC, PCC, lateral IPL, lateral temporal, and HF, showed greater activation for the Dual Task condition than the Single Task condition. No brain region exhibited greater activation for the Single Task than for the Dual Task. Most important, during the task execution period, the same DMN regions, including the MPFC, PCC,
(b) Fig. 3 Our approach identified networks on 7 different datasets.
(a) and (b) shows 10 random selected subject's RSNs. The first row represents 7 different tasks, the first column to the seventh column are corresponding identified networks. The last column shows the template networks Table 1 Similarity index between our results and the templates on 7 different task datasets. The first column represents 7 task datasets. The first row (#1-#10) represents 10 networks. The average similarity on 7 tasks achieves 0.623 lateral IPL, lateral temporal, and HF, showed less activation than single condition (Koshino et al. 2014) . In this study, our identified #4 DMN network come from Working Memory dataset and the template network of RSNs #4 derived from resting dataset. Sine the DMN regions where greater activation for the preparation (resting-state) than the execution period. Therefore, this conclusion might be suggest that DMN derived from resting state fMRI data exhibits greater activation than from task related execution condition.
Reproducibility and spatial similarities
To validate our approach reproducibility, we test our framework on seven different task datasets and the results are summarized in Fig. 3 . The visualization of these 10 RSNs on the different datasets are shown in Fig. 3a-b . The visual network, default mode network and cerebellum are shown in Fig. 3a , sensorimotor, auditory, executive control, and frontparietal networks are shown in Fig. 3 b. By observation, we can see that these ten RSNs are similar with those template networks. In addition, we quantitative analysis the spatial similarity between our identified networks and template networks. The similarity index range is between 0 and 1. The higher value indicates higher similarity. As shown in Table 1 , the highest similarity value is 0.86 and the average value is 0.72. These relatively high values suggest that the identified networks are more similar with template networks, also indicates that our proposed approach are stable and robust. The spatial similarity on seven datasets achieved really consistent results, which can be observed from Table 1 . It is evident that the results by our approach are similar with the RSNs templates. In addition, with quantitative analysis, we found that the similarity values on the seven different datasets are also highly consistent with the RSNs template ( Table 1 ). The first column of Table 1 is task dataset, and the second to the forth column are visual networks. The fifth column to the ninth column are DMN, cerebellum network, sensorimotor network, auditory network, executive control network and the last two However, as shown in Fig. 3a and Table 1 , the inconsistent functional networks are DMN, Sensorimotor and Executive control network. From our analysis, these networks variability are likely caused by the task-related datasets, because the template networks are utilized resting-state fMRI data, but our identified networks on task-evoked datasets. In summary, Fig. 5 The results of using Harvard-Oxford atlas as the guidance in 10 networks reconstruction. The first row annotates 7 different tasks and the first to the seventh columns are corresponding identified networks. The last column shows the template networks Table 3 The similarity results by utilizing the Harvard-Oxford atlas to guide the network reconstruction on 7 different datasets. The first column represents 7 tasks. The first row (RSN#1-RSN#10) represents 10 networks. The second row to the eighth row represent similarity comparisons with the templates Comparison between our approach and state-of-the-art methods
To comparison our proposed approach and state-of-art methods, we choose template networks as the baseline, then utilized Lasso algorithm and our approach computed RSNs similarity respectively. The parameters are selected in a similar way. Firstly, we learned an over-complete dictionary matrix for each subject, then coefficient matrix is solved by the lasso algorithm and our proposed approach. On average, it took 1000 iterations obtain the over-complete dictionary respectively. However, the coefficient matrices at least took1500 iterations reach converge. The threshold of lasso and our proposed approach were set to 1.5 and the test datasets based on the HCP Q1 Working memory and Gambling respectively. In total, 10 RSNs were obtained on Working memory and Gambling datasets using different approaches respectively. We randomly select four slices of RSNs for comparison. These slices of RSNs are shown Fig. 4(a)-(d) . The visualization of results on the first row is template of RSNs, the second row is corresponding network identified by lasso algorithm, and the third row is corresponding network identified by our approach. From the fig. 4 , we can see that identified functional networks are roughly similar between lasso and our approach. Indeed, these two methods have huge differences. The Lasso algorithm can only guarantee the global sparsity, when regularization parameter was defined as a large value, mapping these features to the whole brain will produce a lot of noise, and these features scattered on the cortex surface, which lead to fail identify these networks. However, our proposed approach not only consider the sparsity of the inter-group, but also can consider the homogeneity of the intra-groups. Figure 4 shows the results of two methods comparison with the template, in which our method is based on individual subject, while the lasso method uses the group-wise results. Table 2 . Shows statistical results of the two methods compared with templates respectively. Here we assume that the coefficient of the template is 1. Higher values means that the RSNs are more similar with the template. For these 10 networks, the highest similarity is 0.86 of the Visual network and the lowest is executive control network. The average value is 0.72. And the highest similarity index of the lasso algorithm is 0.83. In Table 2 , the results of Lasso algorithm are based on the group-wise, however, the results of our approach are based on individual. It is obvious that our proposed approach is superior to the lasso algorithm. It is evident that compared with the method without utilizing structured information, our approach have substantially improved the identified functional networks. On the other hand, it also indicates that the prior knowledge plays an important role in the reconstruction of the brain functional network.
Finally, to evaluate the influence of the selection of different brain templates on the functional network reconstruction, we also applied the Harvard-Oxford atlas as the template to test our proposed methods. Both qualitative and quantitative results (Fig. 5 and Table 3 ) confirmed that our framework works well on the Harvard-Oxford atlas.
Conclusions
In this paper, a novel structure guided group regression method is proposed for brain network identification. Experiments on 7 different task datasets have demonstrated the effectiveness of our S2GSR method in identifying consistent brain networks. Comparisons have shown that our method is more effective and accurate than the traditional method of LASSO. In general, our approach provides the anatomical substrates for the reconstructed functional networks. In the future, we plan to apply and test this S2GSR method in larger fMRI datasets and compare it with other brain network construction methods. In addition, it will be applied on clinical fMRI datasets to reveal the abnormalities of brain networks in diseased brains. 
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